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A subscription to the Spangler Science Club is the perfect
way to prepare your child for a future STEM-based career
with hands-on science experiments and design challenges
that teach children how to think like a scientist. Steve
Spangler pulled together an award-winning team of science
teachers and education experts to create an experience
that is the perfect balance of learning and fun. “If we’re going
to make a difference and meet the challenge of 21st century
learning, we need more than cute ideas and cookie-cutter
activities to truly inspire the next
generation of scientists,” said Steve
Spangler in an interview with The
Wall Street Journal.
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Choose from one of three levels of
hands-on science kits, and JOIN Steve
Spangler’s STEM kit of the month club today!
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“Steve Spangler Science” and the
“Steve Spangler Science” logo are
trademarks of Steve Spangler, Inc.,
Englewood CO 80110 U.S.A.
Insta-Snow® Powder is a registered
trademark of Steve Spangler, Inc.
Be Amazing® is a registered trademark
of Steve Spangler, Inc.
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trademark of Steve Spangler, Inc.
®

The Geyser Tube soda launcher
received Patent No. US 7,971,801 B2
on July 5, 2011.
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GET 25% OFF
YOUR FIRST BOX
When you subscribe to
STEM Lab or STEM Lab Deluxe

STEM Lab Discount Code:
STEMLAB
STEM Lab Deluxe Discount Code:
STEMDELUXE

1 STEM experience each month

Up to 5 STEM experiences
each month

Up to 10 STEM experiences
each month

Pay $5 Shipping

Includes FREE Shipping

Includes FREE Shipping

Easy to follow instructions

Experiment cards with step-by-step
instructions and easy to understand
science explanations

Comprehensive experiment guides
for the young scientist and the adult
science helper
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NAKED EGGS & FLYING POTATOES
Make potatoes fly, bowling balls float, and soda explode in this collection
of try-it-at-home activities that reveal the secrets of science in unexpected
ways. Fun explanations with amazing photos and step-by-step instructions.

$14.99

| WSSS-500

FIRE BUBBLES & EXPLODING TOOTHPASTE
Thrilling science experiments from best-selling author, Steve Spangler. This
book includes over 200 beautiful color photos and 35 experiments that are
guaranteed to produce oohs and ahhhs!

$14.99

Making Science Fun!
BIG BAG OF SCIENCE
Remember your first chemistry set as a kid? From spewing soda geysers
to vanishing liquids, growing jelly marbles, erupting snow powder, and
twisting tornadoes... enjoy 70 experiments created by Steve Spangler.

$39.99
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| WBBS-500

| WFBB-500

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

Recipient of a new Guinness World Record

Best Toy at the New
York Toy Fair 2015

BIG BUCKET OF SCIENCE

ENERGY STICK

This one gallon bucket contains test tubes of over 10 Spangler Labs
originals. Featuring favorites like Insta-Snow™, Energy Beads, Jelly Marbles,
and Magic Sand – offering hours of scientific exploration and fun!

When these electrodes are touched simultaneously, LED lights inside the
tube flash and will make a noise to let you know that you’ve completed the
circuit. Let go of one end and the flashing lights and noise will stop.

$49.99

$7.99

| WBSF-700

| WENS-100

FIRST DAYS OF SCHOOL

ENERGY STICK (4 Pack)

Wonder. Discover. Explore six back to school science activities that will
create unforgettable learning experiences. Relate to real-world learning
experiences that increase engagement and spark conversation.

Explore the science of electricity and circuits. Use the Energy Stick™ to
turn your body into a human conductor of electricity. Recipient of a new
Guinness World Record and Best Toy at the New York Toy Fair 2015.

$39.99

$29.99

| WFDS-500

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com

| WENS-400

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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Want hands-on science delivered to your door every month? Join at SpanglerScienceClub.com
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More than 25 years of inspiring teachers & Making Science Fun! | SteveSpanglerScience.com

MY FIRST SUPER SCIENCE KIT

FORTUNE TELLING FISH (50 Pack)

My First Super Science Kit is the perfect starter kit for kids who want to
begin experimenting and examining the world around them. Get hands-on
with insects, crystals that disappear in water, an Energy Stick, and more.

Searching for ways to see into the future? Just place the mystical, red
Fortune Telling Fish on the palm of your hand. It just might curl up or wiggle
off your hand! What does the Fortune Telling Fish have to say about you?

$42.99

$4.99

| WSSK-500

| WFTF-100

BREAK YOUR OWN GEODES

BUBBLE GUM KIT

This kit includes 10 real geodes (in assorted sizes) which just need your
swing-of-the-hammer. Uncover clear quartz crystals, or be surprised to
find a rare colored crystal. It’s a great introduction to geology.

Let your young confectionery scientist have as much fun chewing their
experiment as they will have learning the science behind it. Get ready for
some sticky, gooey fun! *Makes over a half pound of delicious gum.

$11.99

$14.99

| WGEO-100

| WGUM-200

DRINKING BIRD

KINETIC SAND

Just wet the bird’s head with water and he dips to take a drink! Keep
feeding him and he’ll give you hours of science fun! This crowd-pleasing
toy has been around in different forms for over 50 years!

A special polymer turns Kinetic Sand into a magical material you can easily
shape and mold without the mess. Kinetic sand sticks only to itself and it
never dries out. Guaranteed hours of hands-on fun!

$6.99

$44.99

| WDBD-400

| WSAN-500

MAGIC TREE (5 Pack)

INSTANT HOT ICE

Grow colorful crystals on an amazing Magic Tree® in less than six hours.
The beautiful and delicate tree dries to become a treasure you can enjoy
for weeks. Crystals grow in assorted colors. Tree measures 10 cm (4 in) tall.

Explore and demonstrate supersaturated solutions. All you have to do is
heat it up! Once the solution cools, it only takes one additional crystal to
turn all of the liquid into a mass of Instant Hot Ice.

$14.99

$29.99

| WMGT-255

| WIHI-500

FUN FLY STICK

GLITTER BUG LOTION

The Fun Fly Stick is an ingenious battery operated static electricity
generator that allows you to float tinsel shapes on a cloud of electrons.
Easy to operate. Battery powered.

Help children understand the importance of proper hand-washing
techniques. The special formulation appears under a black light and shows
areas where hands weren’t thoroughly washed.

$19.99

$19.99

| WFFS-250

Making Science Fun! | (800) 223-9080 | SteveSpanglerScience.com

| WGLO-250

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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World’s Best Test Tubes

JUMBO TEST TUBES (2 Tubes with Rack)
The clear plastic test tubes measure 18 cm (7”) tall, 4.5 cm (1.75”) in
diameter. Each tube holds a whopping 240 mL (8 ounces) of liquid.

Baby Soda Bottles - transparent, sturdy test tubes for safe science
experiments. Each test tube measures 15cm (5.75”) tall, 2.5cm (1”)
in diameter and holds approximately 50mL (1.75 oz) of liquid.

S
M
L
XL

$10.95

| WBSB-150

BABY SODA BOTTLES (30 Pack)
$18.95

| WBSB-300

BABY SODA BOTTLES (60 Pack)
$35.95

| WBSB-600

BABY SODA BOTTLES (120 Pack)
$69.95

| WBSB-120

Show off your latest science experiments with this
collapsible test tube rack! Big enough to hold six of our
Baby Soda Bottles (plastic test tubes).

$3.99

5
10

TEST TUBE RACK (5 Pack)
$19.95

| WRAC-105

TEST TUBE RACK (10 Pack)
$37.99

| WRAC-110

BABY SODA BOTTLES Test Tubes & Rack
Stock up your classroom, or kick-start your mad scientist laboratory with 6
test tubes, caps, and 1 test tube rack. These durable test tubes are used for
safe science experiments at home and in the classroom.
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$12.99

| WBSB-500

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com

| WMTT-600

The Geyser Tube
MENTOS GEYSER TUBE
Over the past decade, our geyserologists have been
hard at work to bring Geyser TubeTM technology to
a whole new level. The trigger mechanism now has
a double pull pin action, making sure there are no
unwanted eruptions. When you’re ready to pull the
pin, a tighter seal means that you can achieve a 30foot geyser with as few as two MENTOS candies.

$5.99

| WGEY-500

MENTOS GEYSER TUBE (Deluxe)
This variation includes interchangeable
caps to change the eruption.

$5.99

| WRAC-100

| WMTT-200

JUMBO TEST TUBES (6 Tubes without Rack)

BABY SODA BOTTLES (15 Pack)

TEST TUBE RACK (Rack Only)

$9.99

$6.99

| WGEY-100

Need more MENTOS and Geyser Tubes so you can conduct an explosive science fair kit?
Need enough Geyser Tubes for the whole class? Now we have the perfect way for you to
share the soda spray with everyone you know! *Packs include MENTOS

S
M
L

EVENT PACK (10 Pack)
$44.99

| WGEY-810

EVENT PACK (25 Pack)
$99.99

| WGEY-825

EVENT PACK (50 Pack)
$149.99

| WGEY-850

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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AIRZOOKA
Blast a harmless ball of air up to 20 feet, while unsuspecting victims wonder
why their hair is messed up or their papers are scattered! Learn all about
the power of air while you play tricks on your family and friends.

$19.99

All About Air...
Did you know that Steve Spangler and his team of
science helpers teamed up with thousands of kids to set
a new Guinness World Record using Windbags?

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

IMPOSSIBLE BOTTLE
Some things look so easy until you try them. Case in point... how hard
would it be to inflate a balloon inside of a plastic soda bottle. Just put the
balloon inside and puff away, right? Explore the powerful properties of air.

$12.99

| WIMP-250

WINDBAGS

HAND BOILER

How many breaths does it take to inflate a 2 meter (8 ft) Windbag? 70
breaths, maybe? Amaze everyone by blowing up this 8 ft long bag in just
one breath and a little assistance from Bernoulli’s Principle!

A classic science toy that uses your body heat to make the liquid in the
glass bubble just as if it were boiling. Explore the relationship between
temperature and pressure in assorted colors (blue, green, purple, or red).

S
M
L
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| WAZK-500

WINDBAGS (4 Pack)
$4.99

$4.99

| WHBW-250

| WWIN-600

WINDBAGS (32 Pack)

CLOUD IN A BOTTLE

$29.99

WINDBAGS (100 Pack)

This mind blowing experiment will show how pressure and water vapor in
the air compress and expand in a small scale version of what happens in the
atmosphere. You’ll make your own clouds and learn the science behind it.

$69.99

$24.99

| WWIN-750

| WWIN-900

| WCIB-250

AIR BURST ROCKET

DELUXE BOUNCING BUBBLE KIT

The specially designed rocket boosters offer five levels of launching power
and use only air pressure to launch. Send foam-tipped rockets soaring up to
1000 feet into the sky using nothing but the power of air.

A bouncing bubble is amazing because most people have never seen a
bubble bounce. Learn how a “super” bubble will bounce off any surface if it
is free of oil or dirt particles, and become a bubble-ologist today!

$34.99

$34.99

| WRKT-500

Making Science Fun! | (800) 223-9080 | SteveSpanglerScience.com

| WEXB-050

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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SICK Science: SUPER SIZE
This kit contains dozens of amazing hands-on science experiments that will
amaze your family and friends. Explore the science concepts that include
inertia, force and motion, friction, and more in this jaw dropping kit.

$49.99

SICK Science
As seen on Steve Spangler’s Viral YouTube
Channel: youtube.com/sickscience

| WSKS-350

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

SICK Science: SOLVE THIS
Use your skills of inquiry and observation to unlock these science mysteries.
Challenge your friends to solve puzzles using sand, marbles, test tubes, and
large nails using physics and creativity.

$14.99

12

| WSOT-400

SICK Science: FAST PHYSICS

SICK Science: COLOR CHEM

9 insanely cool experiments that explore the science of force and motion.
Young scientists will dive into potential and kinetic energy, the Pendulum
Catch, and witness inertia in action with Newton’s Beads.

9 color chemistry experiences with this kit from SICK Science. Scientists
will discover acid-base color changes, use the heat from their hands to
make colors appear on paper, and perform color-changing chemical magic.

$19.99

$21.99

| WFPH-500

| WCCH-500

SICK Science: FIZZ, POP, BOOM

SICK Science: SLICK TRICKS

Turn bubbling concoctions into fuel to power a rocket that will soar into
the air, make sandwich bags explode with carbon dioxide gas, and trigger a
soda geyser using Steve Spangler’s Mentos Geyser Tube launcher.

Is it magic or science? Suspend water in an upside down bottle, uncover a
genie in a bottle, and use your mind to control the movement of a swinging
pendulum. It’s your turn to be amazing with Slick Tricks!

$19.99

$19.99

| WFPB-400

| WSTS-500

SICK Science: SNOT SCIENCE

SICK Science: GRAVITY BEADS (20 Feet)

Sometimes going “gross” is what it takes to get kids excited about science.
Just add water and this powder will make a slimy goo. It is that super long
chain of molecules that makes this a snot worthy polymer.

Magicians and scientists alike have made countless efforts at defying
gravity. With Newton’s Beads, you’ll learn how you can use inertia and
potential energy to move 20 feet of beads up and out of a cup in seconds!

$5.99

$4.99

| WAGG-200

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com

| WNEW-200

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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SICK Science: BOUNCING BUBBLE

SICK Science: SIMPLE CIRCUITS

These bubbles are formulated to be stronger than normal, so you can
actually bounce them in your hand. We’ll give you everything you’ll require
to perform incredible bubble bounces and learn the science behind it.

Explore the science behind magnetic, closed circuits that stay lit for weeks!
Create individual throwies that stick to metal surfaces. Even play games
while you learn about the properties of currents, circuits, and electricity.

$14.99

$14.99

| WSKS-103

| WSKS-123

SICK Science: BUBBLING CONCOCTIONS

SICK Science: OIL SPILL POLYMER

You’ll create homemade wave bottles, lava lamps, and rockets, while gaining
a solid understanding of the science that makes them work. Explore density,
solubility, color, and pressure as you get hands-on with SICK Science.

Use a patented oil polymer and enough Marvel Mystery Oil (similar in
chemical composition to crude oil) to repeat the science demonstration a
dozen times. Great for science fair experiments!

$14.99

$14.99

| WSKS-106

SICK Science
As seen on Steve Spangler’s Viral YouTube
Channel: youtube.com/sickscience

| WSKS-113

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

SICK Science: COLLECTION - V.1
Explore this huge collection of 12 amazing SICK Science experiences.
Explore liquid layers, windbags, bubbling concoctions, eating nails for
breakfast, and more. Each experience has a corresponding online video.

$149.99

SICK Science: BALANCING NAIL PUZZLE

SICK Science: VANISHING JELLY MARBLES

It sounds impossible, but eleven nails can find stability and balance resting
atop the head of a single nail. Use the colorful, step-by-step activity guide
and you could be the best balancer the world has ever seen!

Your audience won’t believe their eyes when you “magically” uncover a
secret message with this Jelly Marble polymer demonstration kit. Teach a
captivating lesson about light and polymers with marbles grown in water.

$14.99

$14.99

| WSKS-101

SICK Science: WINDBAG WONDERS
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| WSKS-500

| WSKS-110

SICK Science: SHARPIE PEN SCIENCE

These giants bags look like they’d take forever to inflate. Just think of how
many breaths it would take! But, what if you used Bernoulli’s principle to
fill the entire 8 ft. bag in one breath. Includes step-by-step activity guide.

Experiment with the chemistry used to create colorful fabrics, while
expressing your creativity! Learn all about colors and what happens when
they mix and run through material fibers. Be creative with SCIENCE!

$14.99

$14.99

| WSKS-109

Making Science Fun! | (800) 223-9080 | SteveSpanglerScience.com

| WSKS-111

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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Magnets & Electricity

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

U.S. dollar bills are printed with
magnetic inks so that their passage
from hand to hand can be
traced. They are designed to
prevent counterfeiting. Hold
a neodymium magnet near
the bottom of a dollar bill and
notice how it attracts the iron.

SNAP CIRCUIT JR. KIT

NEODYMIUM MAGNET

ELECTRONIC SNAP CIRCUITS

These are the strongest magnets in the world! Did
you know you can use these super-strong magnets
to find micrometeorites hiding in your drain spouts?

Just snap the color-coded parts together to create over 300 electronic
projects and experiments. Build FM and AM radios, digital voice recorders,
burglar alarms, doorbells and much more.

$15.99

$59.99

| WMLN-100

This set comes with over 30 components to create 101 different electronic
projects. Experiment with electric switches, integrated circuits, digital
circuits, fuses, an alarm circuit, a music integrated circuit, and a speaker.

$29.99

| WSCE-100

| WSCE-200

MAGNETIC WAND (15 Pack)

SNAP CIRCUITS LIGHT

Each brightly colored wand contains a strong ceramic magnet that can be
used to pick up paper clips, small metal objects or iron filings. These wands
are great for introducing young scientists to magnetism for the first time!

This incredible kit features 175 light and sound based activities that will
have scientists constructing and connecting circuits. Connect your iPod or
any MP3 player and enjoy your music as the lights change to the beat.

$29.99

$69.99

| WMWD-150

| WSCE-500

IRON FILING CASE (10 pack)

SNAP CIRCUITS GREEN

Have you seen $1,000,000 cash? That doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist – same
with magnetic force. You can see a magnet, but you can’t see the force that
attracts it. Or can you? Watch as iron filings align with a magnet’s poles.

Learn about energy sources and how to think green. Build over 125 projects
and have loads of fun learning about environmentally friendly energy and
how the electricity in your home works.

$14.99

$79.99

| WMIF-110

| WSCE-400

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNET KIT
With the Electricity and Magnet Kit, kids will design working electrical
circuits, a real electromagnet, a hand powered generator, and more! Out of
batteries? Don’t worry, the kit includes a hand powered generator.

$39.99
16

| WELM-100

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com
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WATER JELLY CRYSTALS
These amazing pebble-sized polymer crystals grow into huge pieces
of gel-like material when you add water. Explore the science of
superabsorbent polymers.

S
M
L

$9.99

| WSAC-550

CLEAR CRYSTALS 454g (1lb)
$16.99

| WSAC-650

CLEAR CRYSTALS 2.27kg (5lb)
$59.99

| WSAC-900

WATER JELLY CRYSTALS (4 Packs of Color)
Small Bags | 40g (1.4oz) Each | Clear, Red, Yellow, and Blue
| WSAC-426

WATER JELLY CRYSTALS (3 Packs of Color)
Large Bags | 227g (0.5lb) Each | Red, Yellow, and Blue

$29.99

These tiny, squishy cubes CAN grow over 200 times their original size
when you plop them in water. Make the connection between math and
science with a unique look at geometric shapes.

$9.99

| WCUB-500

CLEAR CRYSTALS 100g (3.5 oz)

Amazing Polymers!
$12.99

POLYMER CUBES 100g (3.5oz)

JELLY MARBLES - CLEAR SPHERES
Superabsorbent giant growing polymer water beads that absorb 300 times
their weight in water and grow into a perfect sphere that looks like a water
marble. Drop them in water, and they seem to disappear.

$9.99

| WSAS-550

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

WATER GEL 100g (3.5oz)
This superabsorbent polymer is made from sodium polyacrulate. It only
takes seconds to soak up 500-800 times its weight in water! Includes a
science activity guide with lots of fun polymer tricks to play on your friends!

$9.99

| WSPA-500

| WSAC-629

LARRY’S LAB
Explore the molecule-twisting chemistry behind polymers with our favorite
collection of water-absorbing powders, crystals, and spheres. We can’t
imagine a better kit to supply you with all of our growing polymers.

$49.99

JELLY MARBLES - ACTIVITY KIT
Similar to our Water Jelly Crystals, these spheres are superabsorbent
polymers. Take it further with one of our popular Mini-mixing Trays to
perform amazing feats of color mixing with our Splash of Color experiment!

$12.99

| WSAS-500

LARGE GROWING ALLIGATORS (30 Pack)
Place the creature in water and watch it grow to an amazing size. Discover
how polymers perform very important functions in everyday life.

$29.99

Making Science Fun! | (800) 223-9080 | SteveSpanglerScience.com

| WALG-300 | GROWS UP TO 41cm (16in) LONG.

SMALL GROWING ALLIGATORS (30 Pack)
$9.99
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| WLAL-500

| WALG-130 | GROWS UP TO 13cm (5in) LONG.

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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SOUND HOSE (3 Pack)

RUBBER BAND RACERS

Twirl this 30-inch plastic “hose” at different speeds and make at least five
different tones! Learn about Bernoulli’s Principle, and how fast moving air
molecules create lower pressure.

Fly into physics fun with five models! Using ultralight plastic and bamboo
parts, build a helicopter, fan boat, airplane, car, and catamaran. Learn how
the elastic material stores energy and then releases it to move the models.

$11.99

$16.99

| WSPH-750

| WRBR-250

PALM PIPES

TALKING STRIPS (30 Pack)

Play music on your own palm! Just pound your chosen pipe into the center
of your hand to create an amazing tone! Includes eight pipes, each with a
different color and length, play eight different notes (C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C).

You won’t believe your ears! These thin plastic strips really talk! Just run
your thumb nail lightly down their length to hear the message - “Science is
Fun!” They’re great for teaching kids about the science of sound.

$14.99

$24.99

| WPVC-100

Introduction to Physics
NEWTON’S BEADS
Magicians and scientists alike have made countless efforts at defying
gravity. With Newton’s Beads, you’ll learn how you can use inertia and
potential energy to move 50 feet of beads up and out of a cup in seconds!

$14.99

| WNEW-250

| WTST-200

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

Check out 3 trending experiment bundles...
covering a range of hands-on science fun!

YOUNG SCIENTISTS KIT SERIES
Each of the 12 kits have 3 experiments inside packed with activity
guides and bags of supplies. For example, in Set 1 students receive a
guide and supplies focused on recycling, measurements, and magnets!

$299.99

BALLOON-POWERED HELICOPTER (4 Pack)
This kit not only allows young students to learn about properties of air
pressure, physics, and flight, but also allows students a chance to practice
basic mechanical construction.

$11.99

| WBPH-400

BOUNCE NO BOUNCE BALLS
Two black rubber balls look and feel the same, but one rebounds in a
most lively manner while the other ball is as bounceless as a piece of clay.
Demonstrate and explore the properties of potential and kinetic energy.

$7.75
20

| WBNB-125

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com

| WYSK-200

VALENTINE’S DAY SCIENCE KIT
This kit is packed with Magic Color-Changing Flowers that turn pink
when exposed to “love potion,” Fortune Telling Fish that identify just
how you’re feeling about your crush, and red UV Color Changing Beads.

$39.99

| WVAL-500

STEVE’S BIRTHDAY PARTY SCIENCE KIT
Invite your favorite 15 mad scientists over and decorate the lab. From
slippery worms, to gooey Slime, to instantly fluffing snow, we’ve got
your science packed birthday party covered with hands-on activities!

$249.99

| WPTY-500

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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Insta-Worms
MAGIC SAND

Now Trending:
COLOR-CHANGING WORMS

Even when the colored sand gets wet, it remains dry.
The secret is the hydrophobic coating. When Magic
Sand is poured into water, it holds its shape and can
even be molded into structures under water. Learn
about the properties of water molecules and how
hydrophobic products work.

Insta-Worms are an insta-hit with kids of all ages.
But, Steve’s Color Changing Insta-Worms take
this popular polymer kit to a whole new level.
Now is your chance to work with vivid blue or
magenta - Heat Sensitive Worm Goo - and build
polymers that instantly cross-link long chains of
molecules the moment two liquids touch.
When these color-changing worms hit warm
water... surprise! What were once vividly colored
worms are now pale white! You can change the
worms back to blue or magenta just as easily.
Just stick them in ice water.

COLOR-CHANGING WORMS: Magenta 1L (32oz)
$19.99

| WORM-150

RED | 227g (8oz)

RED | 454g (1lb)

$3.99

$5.95

| WMAG-081

| WMAG-161

YELLOW | 227g (8oz)

YELLOW | 454g (1lb)

$3.99

$5.95

| WMAG-082

| WMAG-162

BLUE | 227g (8oz)

BLUE | 454g (1lb)

$3.99

$5.95

| WMAG-083

| WMAG-163

COLOR-CHANGING WORMS: Blue 1L (32oz)
$19.99

| WORM-350

Have you heard about Steve’s monthly kit-of-the-month club? Join at SpanglerScienceClub.com

ATOMIC INSTA-WORMS 1L (32oz)

HEAT SENSITIVE PAPER

The only thing better than Insta-Worms, is making a batch of glow in the
dark “Atomic” Insta-Worms! It’s a cross-linking reaction that produces long
polymer worms the moment the two liquids touch... and glows in blacklight!

$24.99

Hold a piece of this magical paper in your hand and
watch as the area you touch changes from magenta
to white! It isn’t sorcery - that image is frozen there
through thermochromic science. *This 8.5” x 11”
paper can even run through a laser printer!

| WORM-500

CLEAR INSTA-WORMS 1L (32oz)
Make gooey worms in seconds. It’s an instant cross-linking reaction
between sodium alginate and a calcium chloride solution that happens the
moment the two liquids mix. *Makes about 50 m (160 ft) of Worms!

$19.99
22

| WORM-800

Making Science Fun! | (800) 223-9080 | SteveSpanglerScience.com

MAGENTA (100 Pack)

BLUE (100 Pack)

$39.99

$39.99

| WHTP-100

| WHTP-200

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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It’s Slime Time!
Introduce the concepts of changes in states of matter and
demonstrate the process of building polymers by crosslinking long chains of molecules.

We asked ourselves,
“What would happen
if we took the best
slime recipe on the
market and mixed it with
the slipperiest substance
the world has ever
seen…” That’s right, we
mixed our Atomic Slime
with Gravi-Goo and the
result was phenomenal!
We just love working with
black lights, but GraviGoo is a gooey, gross slime
enhancer for any
slime recipe. Give
it a try, and get
ready for some
MESSY science!

We’re busy creating even gooeyer experiemnts & new recipes! Visit SteveSpanglerScience.com

Our Most Popular Slime!

Originally formulated by Steve Spangler for
Hollywood special effects artists, this slime is a huge step up from DIY glue slime!
Why? Because the secret ingredient of glue is Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA), and our
Slime Goo is made of the highest quality PVA. Steve even specially formulated
stabilizers to increase the shelf life while reducing the growth of unwanted things.
This crazy activity has become a staple at teacher conventions, a must for after
school programs, and the hands-down favorite at Halloween.

GREEN SLIME 1L (32oz)
$13.99

GREEN SLIME PARTY PACK 3.8L (1gal)
$49.99

| WSLM-850

CLEAR SLIME 1L (32oz)
If you’ve ever seen the popular “DIY glue slime” recipes – Steve’s has pulled
the secret ingredient out of glue! Explore the science behind Polyvinyl
Alcohol (PVA) and make high quality slime just like the pros of Hollywood.

$13.95

| WSLM-900

SLIME FACTORY PARTY PACK 3.8L (1gal)
You’ll learn how to set up a slime factory with nine different additives to
make all new slime mixtures. From nasty cockroach slime to lumpy Jelly
Marble slime, you’ll learn the gooey science behind it all.

$89.99
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| WSLM-800

| WSLM-875

GRAVI-GOO

ATOMIC GLOW SLIME 1L (32oz)

Gravi-Goo is an amazing polymer that absorbs water and transforms
into a slippery, slimy substance that seems to defy gravity. GraviGoo is a great introduction to molecular weights and structures.

The best slime on the market just got better! Atomic Slime glows eerie
green under black light (included). You get enough materials to make 15, 2
ounce portions or 30, 1 ounce portions of Slime... with a little bit leftover!

$9.99

$21.99

| WAGG-550

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com

| WSLM-500

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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HALLOWEEN DECORATING KIT

GHOST SCIENCE KIT

Reveal your inner mad scientist! Experiment with bubbling potions, make
glowing green liquids, grow a jar of ghoulish body parts like Frankenstein,
and hatch your own ghost eggs that vanish like magic in water.

Amaze your friends with ghost eggs and alien marbles that appear and
disappear like magic. Check online for a full list of everthing that is included.

$49.99

$24.99

| WDEC-500

| WGPJ-500

ULTIMATE DRY ICE SCIENCE KIT

VAMPIRE SLIME 1L (32oz)

Explore the science behind ghostly foggy concoctions. Create bubbles
that smoke, make silverware scream, form a crystal ball out of bubbles,
and even learn to make Steve’s famous bubbling Dry Ice Halloween Punch!

Although Vampire Slime appears to be normal green Slime at first, hold it
up to a light source and you’ll see its hidden secret‚ it looks blood red! Plus,
black light makes the gooey glob glow. Makes over 25 batches!

$99.99

$31.99

| WDRY-500

Spooky Science!

| WSLM-700

VAMPIRE SCIENCE KIT (Slime + Insta-Worms)
$54.99

| WVMP-500

VAMPIRE VEINS Insta-Worms 1L (32oz)
These worms turn from eerie green to blood red when you hold them up
to the light. This cross-linking reaction produces long polymer worms the
moment two liquids touch. *Battery-powered black light included.

$29.99
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| WORM-650

BOO BUBBLES

SPOOKY SOUNDS KIT

Bubbles are cool and bubbles filled with fog are even cooler! Steve Spangler
created Boo Bubbles as an easy and safe way for parents and teachers to
explore the science of dry ice with fog-filled bubbles.

Startle and scare this Halloween with scientific spooky sounds. Inject tons
of bone-rattling racket into your Halloween and you’re guaranteed to get
some shrieks and screeches from everyone.

$24.99

$39.99

| WBOO-500

| WOOO-500

GROWING BODY PARTS JAR

HALLOWEEN SCIENCE PARTY (Up to 24 Kids)

Large lab jar filled with growing body parts. Each body part starts out about
5 cm (2 in) in length and grows using water.

Collection of Steve Spangler’s best After Dark Science activities from TV.
Have fun making bubbling potions, slimy glowing goo, and spooky sounds.
Explore more than a dozen cool activities and 3 take-home experiments.

$9.99

$99.99

| WGBP-900

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com

| WHWK-100

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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ATOMIC INSTA-WORMS 1L (32oz)
The only thing better than Insta-Worms, is making a batch of glow in the
dark “Atomic” Insta-Worms! It’s a cross-linking reaction that produces long
polymer worms the moment the two liquids touch... and glows in blacklight!

$24.99

| WORM-500

Spooky Science!

HAND-HELD
BLACK LIGHT
(Battery Powered)

Battery operated and the perfect size
for scientists of all ages.

$8.99

Science Fair
Want to hear something gross? How much
bacteria do you think you could grow if you
swabbed your smart phone? Eeeeeew.

| WBLK-200

MINI BLACK LIGHT
Reveal a secret message, create
hidden artwork, or just have fun.

$4.99

| WBLK-100

LARGE BLACK LIGHT
This 61 cm (24 in) black light is perfect
for Glow-in-the-Dark experiments!

$24.99

Get hands-on with the same nutrient agar used by microbiologists to grow
really funky stuff in the lab. Develop an understanding of the scientific
method while learning some awesome (and disgusting) science.

$11.95

| WBLK-750

| WAGR-600

GLOW POWDER & BLACK LIGHT

BABY DIAPER SCIENCE FAIR KIT

If you’re in the market for a ton of glowing zinc sulfide, we’ve got 227 grams
(that’s a half-pound!) of Glow Powder in the new Glow Powder Jar! Explore
the eerie side of science with amazing glow powder and a black light.

Dissect a baby diaper and discover the quicker-picker-upper secret. Explore
the science of polymers and understand their importance in our everyday
lives. Kit comes complete with science fair tips and experiments.

$29.99

$14.99

| WGLP-650

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK PAPER (15 Pack)
You won’t believe your eyes as you write with light, freeze your shadow, or
even capture a picture with this sticky-back adhesive paper. Complete with
15 sheets of Glow-in-the-Dark Paper and 2 Mini Black Lights.

$29.99
28

GROWING BACTERIA KIT

| WGLS-150

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com

| WSFS-300

IRON FOR BREAKFAST SCIENCE FAIR KIT
Discover and then explore the metallic iron in iron-fortified cereal. Test it
dry, float it on water and make cereal soup to see first-hand the metal
you’re eating. Kit comes complete with science fair tips and experiments.

$14.99

| WSFS-100

View more of Steve’s BEST Science Fair tips & tricks at SteveSpanglerScience.com
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UV COLOR CHANGING BEADS (250 Pack)

SUPER SOLAR RACING CAR

Become an ultraviolet detective with this amazing starter pack of
approximately 250 assorted colors of UV-sensitive beads. Hint: they are
not affected by light from light bulbs... unless they emit ultraviolet light!

This tiny racing car packs a big punch! Watch this little wonder zoom
around and you’ll hardly believe that it is powered completely by the sun.
No tools are required for kids to put together this easy-to-assemble racer.

$6.95

$12.99

| WUVB-250

Powered by the Sun!
Buy in Bulk:
UV COLOR CHANGING BEADS
With UV Color Changing Beads you can see the
effects of ultraviolet light! Special pigments in the
beads respond to ultraviolet light, making them
change from seemingly ordinary white beads to
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple. Make
bracelets, test sunscreen, and even test sunglasses
with these UV-sensitive beads. *Pack of 500 or more.
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BLUE (500 Pack)

ORANGE (500 Pack)

$12.99

$12.99

| WUVB-300

| WUVB-301

PURPLE (500 Pack)

RED (500 Pack)

$12.99

$12.99

| WUVB-302

| WUVB-303

YELLOW (500 Pack)

GREEN (500 Pack)

$12.99

$12.99

| WUVB-304

| WUVB-305

ASSORTED (1,000)

ASSORTED (2,500)

$24.99

$45.99

| WUVB-500

| WUVB-750

| WROB-200

SUN SENSITIVE PAPER (30 Pack)
Make amazing white on blue prints with your favorite objects! Just place
leaves, flowers, shells or whatever you choose on the photo-sensitive
paper. Learn about the nature of sunlight and light-sensitive chemicals.

$10.99

| WSUN-600

SOLAR BAG
Showing young scientists the incredible power of the sun can be a tricky
task. Learn how to harness the power of solar energy to expand and float
the solar bag high into the air... using nothing but sunshine! *Includes string.

1 BAG (50ft)

2 BAGS (25ft)

$16.99

$16.99

| WSLR-200

| WSLR-225

Let’s Go Green...
FUEL CELL CAR SCIENCE KIT
Get kids to learn about the importance of alternative fuel sources. Not
only will they be excited about the car, but they get to be hands-on with
hydrogen fuel cells. This car actually splits water into oxygen and hydrogen!

$99.99

| WHYD-300

PORTABLE UV CHECKER

POWER HOUSE

The Portable UV Checker has a gauge that measures the UV index of the
light it’s being exposed to. Just press the button and the readout will give
you the UV index and irradiance (mW/m2) of the light.

Explore the world of alternative energy. The Power House is a one-of-akind model house that uses principles of solar energy, wind power, and
greenhouses to create a self-sustained system.

$24.99

$89.99

| WUVC-250

Making Science Fun! | (800) 223-9080 | SteveSpanglerScience.com

| WPHS-300

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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Insta-Snow

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

The original instant snow powder! Just add
water for fluffy white snow in SECONDS!
Don’t settle for imitation snow that results in a slushy mess. Steve’s original fake snow has
appeared on The Ellen DeGeneres Show, The Tonight Show, and more!
Within seconds, the liquid/powder mixture turns into a solid and then erupts into a fluffy
white, snow-like material (no mixing required). Watch in amazement as it instantly expands up
to 100 times its original volume.

“We used Steve’s
insta-snow today for
a home school co-op.
This was definitely the
most popular activity
of the day!”
~ Mary G.

Explore the ever-changing science of polymers as students experiment with Insta-Snow®
Powder. Flip through an activity guide with step-by-step instructions and browse suggestions
for science fair projects, classroom demonstrations, experiment ideas, and fun ways to explore
the science of superabsorbent polymers.
THE

ORIGINAL
INSTA-SNOW®
POWDER

S

M

L

XL
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MAKE 3 GALLONS
$6.95

| WSNO-500

MAKE 8 GALLONS
$17.95

| WSNO-640

MAKE 10 GALLONS
$19.95

| WSNO-650

MAKE 50 GALLONS
$85.95

| WSNO-750

FROZEN SCIENCE

STEM in a Box: IT’S SNOWING SCIENCE

This kit comes with everything you need to create a frozen scene including
snow balls, a snowman, fake ice, and even a snow fort. Create all of these
things using a high tech water absorbing polymer, Insta-Snow® Powder.

Take the Frozen Science Kit to a whole new level. This kit comes with the
essential materials you’ll need to conduct a dozen experiments, take-itfurther activities and challenges for 1 - 4 children per kit.

$18.99

$34.99

| WFRZ-350

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com

| STEM-016

View more STEM in a Box on p.44
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Exploring Color!

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

COLORFUL GROWING ORBS

PINCH & MIX

The pebble-size spheres grow into colored jelly marbles after you soak
them in water for a few hours. Explore color, light and the importance that
these thirsty pebbles can play in maintaining a healthy environment.

Squeeze the colored gel into the provided zipper-lock bags, and observe as
you squish and squeeze to mix the colors into a beautiful rainbow. This kit
is an exciting way to learn about primary and secondary colors.

$9.99

$39.99

| WORB-500

| WMIX-500

RAINBOW GLASSES (15 Pack)

MAGIC COLOR CHANGING FLOWERS

These special glasses are carefully crafted to reveal hidden rainbows in the
world around you. Specially crafted lenses use prismatic “scratches” to
refract light into the entire light spectrum.

Mix color with the scientific principles of chemistry! With just a few sprays
of an acid/base indicator and a touch of ammonia, you’ll be changing
seemingly magic-less flowers into a brilliant pink activity of flower wizardry!

$19.99

$29.99

| WRBG-150

LIQUID MOTION BUBBLER
A perfect combination of art and science. Turn the toy upside down and
let gravity create an amazing display of color mixing. Flip it over to watch
it happen all over again. You won’t want to put it down. *Colors may vary.

$6.99

| WLMB-100

RAINBOW PEEPHOLES (30 Pack)
These colorful, paper-framed circles are carefully crafted to reveal hidden
secret rainbows that you normally can’t see. The special lenses are designed
to refract light creating hundreds of rainbows as you gaze through it.

$12.99

| WRPH-300

| WCAR-250

You might also like Color Chem on p.13

MINI-MIXING TRAYS (30 Pack)
These 24-well plastic mixing trays are perfect for all of your color science
experiments. Also great for storage or examination of small specimens!
Recommended for children ages 4 and up.

$59.99

| WWLL-300

Let’s talk GREEN...
If your kids ever doubted the existence of Leprechauns,
just wait until they turn on the faucet and the water flows green!
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COLOR FIZZERS (100 Pack)

LEPRECHAUN SCIENCE KIT

Drop one of these Color Fizzers into a glass of water and watch as the tiny
tablet makes that clear water a vibrant color! Try mixing primary colors (red,
yellow, and blue) to make purple, green, and orange in a matter of seconds.

We think it’s time that someone exposes a few Leprechaun secrets!
Uncover hidden rainbows, green worms, experience color-changing
Leprechaun beads, and more. See if you can catch a Leprechaun!

$4.95

$34.99

| WTIN-100

Making Science Fun! | (800) 223-9080 | SteveSpanglerScience.com

| WLSK-500

More on leprechauns at SteveSpanglerScience.com
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Lab Supplies
Stock up on some Spangler approved lab supplies
and classroom materials.

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

SAFETY GLASSES (15 Pack)
Safety should be comfortable as well as protective, and if it can be
fashionable as well... that’s just icing on the cake. You’ll get an assortment
of fun, colorful sides!

$39.99

FILM CANISTERS (30 pack)

SODA BOTTLE CAPS (30 Pack)

Last time we checked, rocket fuel is still a no-go in the classroom, and that’s
why Flying Film Canisters are so cool! Test different mixtures to create the
most explosive, rocketing film canisters that might just make NASA jealous.

These soda bottle caps are brand new and fit on all standard 1 and 2-liter
size soda bottles. Here is our latest discovery... Use the cap as a holder for
a Baby Soda Bottle. Hey, it is cheap and it works! *Bottle cap color may vary.

$15.50

$4.99

| WFLM-130

| WBSB-900

ULTIMATE FLYING FILM CANISTER KIT

SHAKER SLIME CUPS & LIDS (30 Pack)

Take your fizzing and popping Flying Film Canisters to a whole new level.
You’ll receive 30 of our famous canisters along with a Film Canister Rocket
Launcher, a jar of 45 Flat Fizzers, and a pair of safety glasses.

It’s the easiest way to make a perfect batch of slime. Follow the measuring
guide on each cup, snap on a lid and shake. Perfect slime in 30 seconds...
guaranteed!

$39.99

$19.99

| WFLM-500

GRADUATED CYLINDER (3 Pack)
For years, Steve has been in search of the perfect graduated cylinder. This
new 500mL cylinder is crystal clear, not opaque or translucent like other
cylinders. The measurements on the side are raised and very easy to read.

$21.99
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| WCSG-250

| WCYL-535

| WCUP-500

BEAKERS
These sturdy plastic beakers are perfect for routine measuring and mixing
in your science class or at home. They’re inexpensive and a perfect addition
to your discovery center, where small scientists are bound to drop stuff!

250 ML (2 Pack)
$4.99

| WBKR-252

600 ML (2 Pack)
$6.99

| WBKR-602

CLEAR GRADUATED CYLINDERS (Set of 7)

STATIC TUBE (10 Pack)

Perfect at home or in the classroom, these graduated cylinders are clear,
where most sets are cloudy. The measurements on the side are raised and
very easy to read. Includes a range of cylinders, from 10 mL to 1,000 mL.

Discover the wonders of static electricity as you cause the static spheres
to dance inside the tube. Uncover hidden static charges everywhere! The
Static Tube works best in dryer climates.

$29.99

$24.99

| WCYL-705

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com

| WSTT-510

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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LAB
SUPPLIES
Want hands-on science delivered to your door every month? Join at SpanglerScienceClub.com

LAB SUPPLIES

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

PIPETTES

YELLOW INERTIA RING (30 Pack)

Measure drops of solution or color, or make Cartesian Divers with these
flexible, plastic pipettes.

PIPETTES (100 Pack)

PIPETTES (500 Pack)

$7.99

$23.99

| WPHK-100

Introduce students to physics, motion, and inertia. These yellow plastic
rings are a staple of Steve’s physics lessons and are now available for your
own demonstrations and experiments.

$24.99

| WPHK-500

1 LITER BOTTLE (30 Pack)

TK2 MICROSCOPE & BIOLOGY KIT

Now Includes Bottle Caps! Brand new plastic soda bottles for all your
science experiments! No need to clean out the leftover soda and sticky
gunk under soda pop labels!

Engage young scientists with a guided adventure into the microscopic
world with the TK2 Microscope and Biology Kit. This microscope is highpowered yet incredibly easy to use, with 10x to 400x magnification.

$35.99

$119.99

| WBOT-600

Try Hook & Diver Classroom Kit on p.42

| WMIC-450

89mm (3.5in) PETRI DISHES (20 pack)

PEARL SWIRL CONCENTRATE 118mL (4oz)

Used by biologists to culture bacteria and other microbes, these large sized
plastic petri dishes provide the perfect home for “growing” your latest
science experiment.

This pearly white, water-based concentrate demonstrates ocean currents,
turbulence, and other movements that are difficult to see. Also works as an
amazing additive to colored water when used with a Tornado Tube!

$8.99

$9.99

| WPTI-400

| WSRL-100

FLAT FIZZERS (45 Tablets)

TORNADO TUBES

When we want to add some “fizzing” magic, we turn to Flat Fizzers. Just
drop a tablet into a liquid and you’ll witness a barrage of carbon dioxide
(CO2) bubbles as they’re released from the tablet.

$6.99

Create a tornado in a bottle! This exciting experiment
is a hands-on demonstration of “VORTEX ACTION.”
Use this experiment to study kinetic and potential
energy, as well as the atmospheric conditions needed
to create a tornado vortex. *Bottles not included.

| WFIZ-450

DROPPER BOTTLE

15

This clear plastic dropper bottle allows only one drop through at a time.
The specifically designed cap is narrow and has a controlled flow which
allows for precise and accurate drops.

$6.99
38

| WYRK-103

| WSRP-900

Making Science Fun! | (800) 223-9080 | SteveSpanglerScience.com

30

30 PACK
$34.99

| WTUB-030

100

15 PACK
$19.99

| WTUB-015

100 PACK
$94.99

| WTUB-100

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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Classroom Kits
All the materials you need for a classroom with 24 kids
working in groups.

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

Classroom Kit: IRON FOR BREAKFAST
Take a closer look at your breakfast cereal. Using the power of magnetism,
test your cereal dry, float it on water, then make cereal soup to see the tiny
bits of floating iron that are designed to make us more healthy.

$49.99

| W9830

Classroom Kit: WATER JELLY CRYSTALS
Learn about polymer crystals that absorb 300 times their weight in water.
They’re non-toxic and safe to touch. Get hands-on with Hydrogels...
superabsorbent polymers that are saving the environment

$49.99
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| W9850

Classroom Kit: TEST TUBE ADVENTURES

Classroom Kit: ALL ABOUT AIR

Explore your skills of observation and exploration while conducting
experiments in bubbling, color-changing liquids, changes in density, color
mixing and environmental science using Baby Soda Bottle Test Tubes.

Explore some of the more interesting properties of air. How many breaths
does it take to inflate a 2 meter (8 ft) Windbag? 70 breaths, maybe? With a
simple science secret you can blow up your Windbag in one breath!

$49.99

$49.99

| W9810

| W9860

Classroom Kit: INSTA-SNOW

Classroom Kit: GREEN SLIME

Just add a little water and watch the white powder expand to 100 times its
original size. Introduce students to physical reactions, polymer science, and
the environmental benefits of superabsorbents.

Join the national slime craze and make DIY slime as a group, AND learn the
science behind it! Steve’s formula has stabilizing agents that help to reduce
the growth of bacteria while maintaining the gooey properties we love!

$49.99

$49.99 $35.99

| W9800

| W9870

Classroom Kit: SPLASH OF COLOR

Classroom Kit: TIE-DYE

Discover how to mix a rainbow of colors as students combine art and
science by adding droplets of primary colors to the 24 tiny mixing cups.
Learn how scientists keep track of portions while mixing different materials.

With coloring dyes and color-locking chemicals included in the kit, you only
need to go pick out some blank shirts! All you need is love... and you’ll get
some groovy tie-dyed shirts. *Includes DVD

$49.99

$54.99

| W9820

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com

| WTDK-525

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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Classroom Kits | All the materials you need for a classroom with 24 kids working in groups.

What does it teach? What’s included? Learn all of this & more at SteveSpanglerScience.com

Classroom Kit: ATOMIC SLIME
Introduce your class to the chemistry behind cross-linking solutions. Then
watch the energy from the black light “excite” the fluorescent dye. Make
Steve’s DIY slime recipe with this special GLOWING and eerie twist!

$39.99

| WSLM-600

Great for Halloween!

Classroom Kit: ATOMIC INSTA-WORMS
Grab your black light... this kit includes the eeriest glowing solutions your
students need to make their own slippery, slimy worms. Kids and adults
alike will be mesmerized by this gooey and glowing science adventure.

$49.99

| WORM-600

Great for Halloween!

Classroom Kit: HOOK & DIVER

Classroom Kit: INSTA-WORMS

A Cartesian Diver game that’s guaranteed to get people hooked on science.
Discover the relationship between air pressure and density, and how to
make a floating diver more or less buoyant. *Bottles not included. Pack of 30.

Explore the science of building polymers by cross-linking long chains of
molecules. Kids and adults alike will be mesmerized by this gooey science
adventure. Just mix the two liquids and get more than 300 feet of worms!

$29.99

$49.99

| WCDH-410

| W9880

Classroom Kit: SQUIDY CARTESIAN DIVER
SQUIDY the Cartesian Diver has become a classic science toy! Teaching
density and changes in pressure can be difficult, but SQUIDY creates a way
to engage kids with hands-on science. *Bottles not included. Pack of 30.

$34.99

| WCDS-410

Classroom Kit: GLOW-IN-THE-DARK SQUIDY
Everything is cooler when it’s glow-in-the-dark! Squeeze the plastic
soda bottle and SQUIDY swims up and down in the bottle of water. Now
available in glow-in-the-dark green! *Bottles not included. Pack of 30.

$34.99
42

| WCDS-610

Great for Halloween!

Making Science Fun! | (800) 223-9080 | SteveSpanglerScience.com

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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STEM in a Box
FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER... non-members can purchase select
individual kits from the Spangler Science Club - STEM Lab Deluxe
series. Each theme-based kit comes with the science tools and
resources needed to conduct more than a dozen experiments and
take-it-further challenges that combine the perfect mix of critical
thinking, tinkering and fun. BONUS: Adult helper guides are included.
( STEM = Science + Technology + Engineering + Math )

44

STEM in a Box | select individual kits from the Spangler Science Club - STEM Lab Deluxe series

STEM in a Box: GOOEY WORM WONDERS
If the goal is to, “Go forth and gooey-glob the world!”, then this kit is a big
step forward! It’s all about the chemistry of ooey, gooey polymers that end
up looking like long, stringy, stretchy worms.

$34.99

| STEM-011

STEM in a Box: SLIME TIME

STEM in a Box: AFTER DINNER SCIENCE

The best slime on the market makes for hours of fun and educational
learning experiences for your young scientist. Don’t miss out on this
Spangler Science Club exclusive kit.

Here’s your chance to bring science to the dinner table conversation. Who
knew that Newton’s First Law of Motion was such an important part of the
table setting? Now you can explore the science of table tricks.

$34.99

$34.99

| STEM-005

| STEM-012

STEM in a Box: NEWTON’S ANTICS

STEM in a Box: SCIENCE OF SOUND

A kit Newton can be proud of... Explore the science of motion, momentum,
and get hands-on with some amazing beads that defy gravity. Learn the
science behind activities you’ll want to try over and over again.

Experiment with Sound as you learn about Volume, Frequency, Pitch,
Waves, Vibration, Tone and so much more. Sound like fun? Don’t miss out
on this Spangler Science Club exclusive kit.

$34.99

$34.99

| STEM-006

| STEM-015

STEM in a Box: AMAZING AIR SECRETS

STEM in a Box: IT’S SNOWING SCIENCE

Spangler’s all-inclusive kit is a great introduction to the power of air. You’ll
discover how to use differences in air pressure to help you build an air-filled
sculpture, how to lift a heavy object, and so much more.

Take Your Frozen Party to a Whole New Level. Using the world’s best FAKE
snow, you will have hours of fun playing and learning about this amazing
polymer. Just add water and watch our snow erupt in seconds.

$34.99

$34.99

| STEM-007

| STEM-016

STEM in a Box: IT’S ELECTRIC!

STEM in a Box: SUPER DIVERS

You will discover more about static electricity using your homemade Static
Bottle. The Energy Stick shows when a circuit is complete when multiple
liquids are connected by electron bridges.

Squeeze the plastic soda bottle and watch the Cartesian divers float and
sink with the power of your squeeze. Learn about density and changes in
pressure as you make many fun and exciting different divers.

$34.99

$34.99

| STEM-010

Want hands-on science every month? Join the Club | SpanglerScienceClub.com

| STEM-017

What’s included, photos, & more product info online | SteveSpanglerScience.com
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STEM in a Box | select individual kits from the Spangler Science Club - STEM Lab Deluxe series

5 DAYS OF INCREDIBLE
HANDS-ON EXPERIENCES

STEM in a Box: DIGGIN’ SCIENCE
Learn all about the science of seeds and have fun getting your hands in the
dirt. Learn all about the secrets that make seeds grow and the conservation
power of Water Jelly Crystals.

$34.99

| STEM-018

STEM in a Box: SOLAR SCIENCE
The discoveries in this kit range from testing sunscreen to flying an
enormous 25-foot (8 m) Solar Bag. There are ordinary white beads that
become intensely colorful to reveal the sun’s harmful UV light we can’t see.

$34.99

| STEM-019

Remember when every kid on the block wanted to go to science camp in the summer? Here at
Steve Spangler Science, we want to keep that tradition of summer learning and fun alive with
hands-on STEM Summer Camps. We are taking the incredible hands-on experiences you trust
us to provide and combining them with new technology, engineering, and math activities and
challenges. That’s a STEM mixture you know that kids will love.
Our STEM Camp consists of five days of activities per pack. You decide the number of
children and we will send you five days worth of supplies for each child. Each day has a new
theme geared toward ages 5 - 11, and includes materials for 2 hours each day.

1 SET x 5 Days
$89.95

Learn More at SteveSpanglerScience.com

| WCMP-250

15 SETS x 5 Days
STEM in a Box: GREAT GEYSERS CAR

$69.95

EACH | BUY 6 & SAVE 23%

Explore the Three Laws of Motion using a car that Newton never even
dreamed of. Build it yourself, and fuel it with soda-pop and candy. You’ll
learn to power your car with water and air pressure, too…

$34.99

| STEM-020

STEM in a Box: CIRCUITS KIT
Learn how to build circuits and create your own Atomic Glow night light.
Learning about electricity and circuit building has never been more fun
thanks to our partnership with our friends at SparkFun.

$34.99

| STEM-021

STEM in a Box: EXPLORING PHYSICS
These exciting physics activities will teach you how gravity, movement and
even patience can reveal the important roles that balance and energy play
in our daily lives.

$34.99
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| STEM-022

Making Science Fun! | (800) 223-9080 | SteveSpanglerScience.com

*Discount codes do not apply to STEM Camp
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NOT YOUR ORDINARY
SCIENCE GUY
JOIN US FOR SCIENCE IN THE ROCKIES 2017!
What happens when you put 170 teachers from around the world in the
same room for three days with a team of instructors who are over-thetop excited about teaching science? Enthusiasm for making science fun
spreads like a virus! Join Steve Spangler and his staff for an intensive
hands-on science workshop that is guaranteed to change the way you
teach science… forever. This is not a “sit-and-watch” teacher training…
this is a “get-up-and-do” learning experience featuring over 75 engaging
activities that you can take home and immediately share with your
students. In just three days, you will learn how to use exploration and
inquiry to create unforgettable learning experiences for your students.
Join us in Colorado for this inspiring science workshop and take your
teaching to a whole new level!

Steve Spangler is well-known for his work as a funny and engaging
science guy on stage, television and as a YouTube celebrity. He’s a leading
engagement influencer for top brands and organizations who want have
impact and influence in today’s market place. Spangler is an authority on
STEM education with more than 2,000 television appearances to his credit.
He’s a regular guest on the Ellen Show and now Steve has his own television
series called DIY Sci airing on FOX affiliates nationwide. Steve Spangler is
a best-selling author, an Emmy award-winning television personality and
a Hall of Fame Professional Speaker who shares his expertise in turning
engagement opportunities into unforgettable customer experiences
in business and education. That’s why event planners around the globe
share Steve Spangler with their most important audiences.

INQUIRE ABOUT BOOKING
stevespangler.com

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE
scienceintherockies.com
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Fax: 866•795•9936
Call: 800•223•9080
Online: SteveSpanglerScience.com

HOW TO ORDER

We use FedEx for all deliveries. Ground service will
arrive within 3-7 business days. For rates & express
options, visit our website at SteveSpanglerScience.
com or call us at 800•223•9080

DELIVERY

Join Our Community
Customer Number
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Denver, CO

Steve Spangler Science
4400 S Federal Blvd
Englewood, CO 80110

GIFT CERTIFICATES
Gift Certificates are available for both the Steve Spangler Science Store and
the Spangler Science Club. So, go online today and pick up a gift certificate
that could ignite the spark of creaticity for a special young scientists.
*Discounts do not apply to the purchase of gift certificates.

10% OFF

Your Next Purchase

Use Discount Code: DIYSD7
TO REDEEM ONLINE, ENTER THE ABOVE DISCOUNT CODE AT CHECKOUT | SteveSpanglerScience.com
This offer applies to merchandise only and excludes any shipping charges, gift cards, duties and taxes, any teacher
trainings and Spangler Science Club subscriptions. Not valid on previous purchases. Cannot be combined with other
discounts. Not redeemable for cash. Steve Spangler Science reserves the right to deactivate promo code(s) in the event
of fraud or technical issues.
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